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automation: as algorithms become more sophisticated, they can apply increasingly complex rules to drive more machine-like behavior. for example, the software controls a robot’s movements in a factory and determines the optimal recipe for making a product. the robot can then use this information to perform the job
more efficiently by driving a set of actions while optimizing machine efficiency. job task scheduling: algorithms can also assist employers in determining the ideal times to deploy individual workers to perform jobs. for example, the algorithm might determine that a worker should start and end her shift with other workers

so that they can share assistance and workload. the algorithm might recommend that the shift be a few minutes shorter so that the worker can actually get off work on time. such algorithms are already being deployed at the us military’s aviation and missile command, which uses algorithms to monitor its workforce’s
productivity and then uses that information to optimize schedules. in another example, an algorithm at google’s time-tracking app, wunderlist, can detect patterns of worker idleness. the algorithm can analyze an employee’s task workflow and determine the optimal times for the worker to take breaks to minimize idle

time and maximize productivity. employers can also harness algorithms to generate tasks for workers to complete, such as a conference room presentation, or to advise them on the next step to take with a business process. one such application is pre-screening a job applicant, whereby an algorithm can tell if they
possess the skills or personality traits needed to perform a job.
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the company and hygiena have a strategic partnership to provide customers with a digital, scalable, long-term solution to help reduce foodborne illness. ecolabs new relationship with hygiena will help expand the company and hygiena customer base with the very best technology. ecolabs food and beverage customers
use hygienas solutions to help reduce cross-contamination and reduce food safety risks. hygienas innovative advanced technology is designed to help customers achieve the highest quality and best possible cleaning of their food and beverage operations. about ecolab ecolab (nasdaq:ecol) is a global leader in providing
trusted protection and hygiene services that help our customers reduce risks and protect what matters most. we help protect people, food, water and the environment with trusted solutions for cleaning, treating and preserving environments and materials. we help solve problems and provide real results in the areas of

odors, light, air, water and energy. we have approximately 10,000 employees and do business in approximately 100 countries. ecolab is focused on improving health and safety, and sustainability, in our customers' operations and our communities. learn more about ecolab about hygiena hygiena is a global leader in food
safety technologies. hygiena helps food and beverage processors, distributors, and service providers protect their customers through the use of advanced technologies for optimizing cleaning, sanitizing and labeling solutions. hygienas global footprint includes australia, new zealand, china, singapore, malaysia, indonesia,
japan, taiwan, hong kong and the philippines. hygienas technology portfolio is designed to meet the food and beverage industrys needs in light of the increasing threat of foodborne illness, said terry mcgovern, president and ceo, hygiena. we are excited to partner with ecolab to provide solutions for increasing cleaning

efficiency and helping to protect the health and safety of all. 5ec8ef588b
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